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further improvements to warzone. weve also made some improvements to warzone, specifically
making it easier to queue into matches, and players will be rewarded for playing warzone games

with supply drops. call of duty: advanced warfare will take place in the near future, in a dark
alternate universe where the cold war has gone nuclear. players will step into the role of marcus

holloway, a black ops 2 veteran, who is called back into action to stop a terrorist plot that threatens
to plunge the world into chaos. youll have the chance to enlist with the global war machine

organization, or take the fight to the criminals alone, but whatever you decide, youll be doing so in
the boots of a soldier unlike any other in the history of the war. advanced warfare launches on

october 28th, 2014 for ps4, xbox one, pc and wii u. you'll have to work with your squad for a mission
briefing, but you'll be able to call in air strikes and order up supply drops in real time. and you'll be

able to see the positions of your squad members and enemies on your screen, so there's no need to
switch over to an external map. in the black box, you can also purchase new gear, like scopes,

suppressors and replacement optics, all of which will be fully customizable. games like call of duty:
black ops iii and advanced warfare are a "whole new breed of game," according to sledgehammer
founder michael condrey. "we have a lot of new, exciting, and radical changes" to the formula, he

told engadget. "i think the great thing about what we've done is we have the most control over our
ip that we've ever had."
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advanced warfare is also the first cod in years to be rated m
for mature, which is a move that usually brings death and
destruction to any game. when i played the demo, it was

pretty gut-wrenching stuff, with black market deals involving
hostages, bombings and all manner of bloodshed. if theres a
more intense and violent way to get a message across, i dont
know what it is. then again, games like black ops 3 and far cry

4 have already proven that games can tell a great story
without having to be blood-soaked to do so. thats a good thing,
because i hope advanced warfare is the big event i need to get

me back on board with the series. the first few hours were
enough to make me want to buy it, and theres plenty more to
come in the finale. the uplink mode is a new mode, something
designed by sledgehammer to take advantage of the 4gb of
ram in the xbox one consoles. it's basically future basketball

with jetpacks (a mode that sounds like a really fun time) where
teams attempt to grab a ball and throw it into a big glowing
net. you cant shoot while holding the ball, and its possible to

throw the ball to enemy players, forcing them to become
momentarily weaponless and vulnerable. its testament to how

much time sledgehammer have had to develop advanced
warfare that theyve concocted the most original multiplayer

mode to come out of call of duty since who can stay alive
longest. theres no question at all that theres going to be a lot
of people playing the game, but there also no question that

theres going to be a lot of people playing the game who have
never played a call of duty game before and wont be

expecting a visceral, cinematic experience. ive had the chance
to play through a few of the single-player missions, and theyre

much more like a standard shooter than i expected them to
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